
Edit Distance between two
min

strings is
# insertions, delations,a

substitutions ofsingle characters

to turn one string into the
other.

FOOD - MOOD -MOND
->MONED
->MONEY

E.D.= 4

Coronshtein (coding thoony),
Olam (biological sequences)
Vintsyuk (speech recognition)



Input:two string
A (V..m], BC1..n]

Output:Their oditdistance.

FOOD Imagine edits by
MONEY stacking strings.

Each column is
an odit.

What should we do for the

lastcolumn?
Use backtracking to tryall

options.



The restof the columns should

represent the oditdistance of
What remains!

so recursive subproblems
are profixes...
oncoded as their final indices
(i.e. their longths

Edit(i,j): edit distanc
for ASI. i] <B[1..;].

We wantto compute Edit(m,n).



Rocurronco:

suppose is 0,50. If optimal
last column is an...

Insortion:

Edit(i,i) =1 + Edifi,j - 1)
Dolation:

Edit(i,j)=1Editi - 1,j)
Substitution (i):

Edithisi) =Edit(it,j - 1) +



[A(iT+B(;]]
↑

indicator variable
=1 if proposition
is true f

O SoW.

Edit (vi) uses min of those

three expressions.

Edit(0,j) =j
Edit (i,0) =i

=>

Edit(0,0) =0



Edit(i,j)
=

i if j
=

04min ItEdit(i,j-1),
ifi =0

S I + Edit(i -1,j),
CALi]*B(;]]+Edit(i -1,

j - 1)

0.W,



Dynamic Programming
subproblems:Ofi = m

O2j =h
Data Structure:2D Array
EditO..m, 0..n]

Depondencies:

i=
- i-

Eval order:

spaco: 0(mn). Timo: OCDolmansee



Wagner -

Fischer'74,

Can trace

reasons for

each optimal
choice to soo

soquence
of editsin
Om+i) additio

time.



Optimal BinarySearchTroes

Input:Arrayof keys-
(1..n].

thatare sorted

-quoncios f (1.n]

Roy ASi] will to sought
offer his times.

How to minimize Ital
search time in a BST
oror A.

CA is sorted.Notf)



For a given BST T:

,...... Un in order

Vi store ACiT

Cost (T, f(1..n]): =
25(i]*ancostors of 0in T
i =1

Croof has ancoster,
itsolf)

T has a roof, a loft subtroot

nightsubtree...



viroot koyn
Cost (T, f) =< f[i] +

i=1

+ "Ef(i], # anc in 105(T)
i

=

1

+ f(n]. *anc. in
i=1 +1 right(T)

= f(i] +(os5(105+(T),
i =1 f(1..r - 1])

+ Cost (right(T),
Cost (T, f(1..0]) =0

f(r +1.. n])

Idoa: Guess roofkeyto
rocuso on smallow greater

keyS,



Rocursive subsets and contiguous!

*NmM
OptCost(i,k):optimal cost
of anytoo over

A(i..k].

OptCost(u,1) =
O it i -k

4)E+ [s])+ mip9OpfCostIn-1)·
↑ ↑ +OptCost(r+1n.costof touch gross rootkey

roofoverall searches


